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Report on Preliminary Site Investigation (Contamination)
Greenwich Hospital
97 – 115 River Road, Greenwich

1.

Introduction

This report presents the results of a Preliminary Site Investigation (Contamination) undertaken for the
Greenwich Hospital site at 97 – 115 River Road, Greenwich. The work was commissioned by
HammondCare, owners and operators of the site.
It is understood that a redevelopment Masterplan is being prepared and that the Preliminary Site
Investigation will be used to inform the planning and approval process.
The Preliminary Site Investigation was undertaken to:


assess the previous land uses to determine the potential for soil and groundwater contamination
on the site;



provide a preliminary assessment of the suitability of the site for its continued/future use as a
hospital; and



provide recommendations for additional investigation, if required.

The Preliminary Site Investigation has been prepared to address the requirements of State
Environmental Planning Policy No 55 – Remediation of Land. The overall approach for the
Preliminary Site Investigation included a review of available historical information and an inspection of
the site by an engineer. Details of the investigation are given in this report, as well as comments on
the issues outlined above.

2.

Site Description

The development site is near-rectangular with average dimensions of approximately 260 m by 130 m
and an area of approximately 33,900 m2. It is bounded by River Road to the north, St Vincent’s Road
to the east, residential dwellings to the south and west, and Gore Creek Reserve to the south-west.
The site is located at the southern end of a topographic spur that drops steeply to the east, south and
west. A significant batter slope exists along the western boundary.
At the time of the assessment the site was a working hospital. The main hospital buildings are located
in the western portion of the site and include wards, theatres, two gas-fired boiler units, two
emergency generators, clinical and general waste facilities, oxygen storage and maintenance
equipment.
Pallister House is located in the central-southern area and primarily includes
administration facilities. A building to the east of the main hospital building also contains non-clinical
facilities. The remainder of the site is occupied by access roads and parking areas, with large trees
generally around the site boundaries as well as in the eastern portion of the site.
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Undertake a site inspection to determine any obvious contamination risks; and



Provide a Preliminary Site Investigation report which comments on the historical uses of the site,
the potential for soil and groundwater contamination to be present, and provides
recommendations for follow up action (if required).

5.

Site History

5.1

Historical Land Uses

Historical land title information was obtained for both lots which make up the hospital site. Both lots
were owned by Sidney North Innes from the 1920s to 1937. They were then acquired by The Lord
Archbishop of Sydney, and were transferred to the Church of England Property Trust Diocese of
Sydney in 1946. The trust appears to have owned the site until 1971 when it was taken over by Home
of Peace Hospitals Limited until HammondCare took ownership in 2008.
It is understood that the Church of England operated Pallister House as a home for girls in the mid-20th
Century, before the site became a treating hospital in the mid-1960s.
The historical title deed information is included in Appendix C.

5.2

Aerial Photographs

Aerial photographs from 1930, 1942, 1951, 1970, 1980 and 1994 were used to assess historical landuse patterns on the site. The 1930 photograph shows what is likely to be Pallister House in the
central-southern portion of the site. The remainder of the site appears to be vacant, with areas of
vegetation in between cleared zones. An access track can be seen off River Road.
The 1942 photograph shows similar conditions to 1930, except new structures appear to the north of
Pallister House. The 1951 photograph shows a new building to the west of Pallister House as well as
dwellings adjoining the southern boundary.
The 1970 photograph shows that the main east-west hospital building has been constructed to the
north-west of Pallister House. The eastern portion of the site remains unchanged. The 1980
photograph shows the addition of several buildings adjoining the main building as well as parking
areas and access roads in a similar configuration to that of today.
The 1994 photograph shows all buildings as they are today, apart from a new building that adjoins the
north-western portion of the main building which is understood to have been construction in the 2000s.
The aerial photographs are attached in Appendix C.
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5.3

Section 10.7 Planning Certificates

Section 10.7 Planning Certificates (formerly Section 149 certificates) issued under the Environmental
Planning & Assessment Act 1979 were obtained from Lane Cove Council. The certificates state that
the land is not significantly contaminated, is not the subject of a management order, is not the subject
of an approved voluntary management proposal, is not the subject of an ongoing maintenance order,
and is not the subject of a site audit statement.
The planning certificates are included in Appendix C.

5.4

SafeWork NSW Licences

A request was made to SafeWork NSW for information relating to the storage of hazardous chemicals
on the site. Documentation relating to an underground storage tank (UST) of approximately 5000 L
capacity was provided. The information suggests that the UST was located to the west of the boilers
and was used to store petrol. The UST appears to have been installed in 1968 and was still in use in
the mid-1990s.
Discussions with site maintenance personnel indicate that the tank is no longer in use but it is not
known whether it was removed, abandoned or is still in a serviceable condition. It is noted that a
potential fill point was observed in the area of the former/existing UST which suggests that the tank
may still be in place.
The licence information is included in Appendix C.

5.5

Contaminated Lands Register

The site is not identified as being significantly contaminated under the Contaminated Lands
Management Act 1997 as at 21 August 2018. Further, the site is not on the 2 August 2018 version of
the ‘List of NSW Contaminated Sites Notified to EPA’.

5.6

Licenced Groundwater Bores

A search of licenced groundwater bores indicates that there are no licenced wells within or near the
site. This indicates that the groundwater table is at significant depth and is not likely to be a beneficial
resource for nearby sites.
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6.

Results of Inspection

A site inspection was undertaken by an engineer on 21 August 2018. The following comments are
provided in relation to the inspection:


Clinical work is undertaken in the main hospital building. The building located to the north-east of
the main building and Pallister House are both used for non-clinical purposes;



General waste is stored to the south of the main building in plastic bins for collection by a standard
garbage truck;



Clinical waste is stored in locked bins within a locked shed in the southern portion of the main
building. These bins are collected by a specialised contractor for off-site disposal;



Two emergency power generators are located on the site. One is located externally to the southeast of the main building and one is located within the southern wing of the main building. Diesel
fuel is stored in a modern double-skinned tank for the external machine and within the base of the
generator for the internal machine;



Two gas-fired boilers are used to heat water and are located within the southern wing of the main
building;



The maintenance building is located to the south-west of the main building and stores a relatively
small volume of fuel and chemicals for maintenance purposes;



Clinical oxygen is stored in cylinders located at the south-western corner of the main building;



A potential fill point is located to the south of the boiler building which indicates a UST may still be
present in this area;



No areas on the site are known by maintenance staff to contain buried waste, incinerator ash etc.;
and



The external areas of the site are in relatively good condition and are well-maintained.

There were no obvious signs of significant contamination observed at the time of the inspection. A
potential source of contamination identified was the location of the former/current UST which is
understood to be disused but it is not known whether it is still in place or if it has been removed.
Photographs taken during the inspection are provided in Appendix D and the locations are shown on
Drawing 2 in Appendix B.

7.

Preliminary Conceptual Site Model

The site history information indicates that the site has been used for hospital purposes since the mid20th Century. Prior to this time it appears to have been used for grazing purposes and then as a
residential home run by the Church of England. Its use as a hospital appears to have been the only
potentially contaminating activity undertaken on the site.
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Potentially contaminating activities that may have occurred on the site include:


The placement of filling on the site;



The use of hazardous building materials in previous/existing structures;



Contaminants associated with building maintenance (e.g. pesticides);



The UST and related infrastructure;



Spillage of hospital wastes;



The placement of waste and/or incinerator ash which was prevalent in urban areas throughout
the early to mid-20th Century; and



Naturally occurring elements in the soils and rock underlying the site (e.g. heavy metals).

The regional groundwater table is likely to be at significant depth. The use of groundwater within the
development is considered unlikely. The quality of the groundwater from a land-use perspective will
therefore only be of significance if volatile contaminants are present.
Soil vapour intrusion and/or ground gas will only need to be considered if significant concentrations of
volatile organic compounds are encountered on the site.
The human receptors to soil contamination are likely to be the patients and visitors to the redeveloped
site. Construction personnel, nearby workers/residents and the general public may also be receptors
during the construction phase of the redevelopment project.
The ecological receptors are likely to be limited to the flora and fauna that grow/live on the site. The
site is not known to be ecologically significant.
Exposure pathways are expected to be limited to dermal contact with soils on the site by humans,
ingestion of soils and vegetation by fauna, and phytotoxic exposure to flora.

8.

Conclusions and Recommendations

On the basis of the results of this Preliminary Site Investigation, the risk of significant contamination
being present on the site is considered to be low. The possible presence of a UST should be
investigated because a disused UST that has not been properly abandoned may present a future risk
as it deteriorates. Further guidance on USTs is provided in Guidelines for Implementing the Protection
of the Environment Operations (Underground Petroleum Storage Systems) Regulation 2008.
It is noted that a Detailed Site Investigation incorporating intrusive sampling should be undertaken to
fully characterise the contamination status of the site, if such characterisation is required. However,
on the basis of the investigation undertaken to date it is considered that the risk of significant
contamination being present, that prevents the redevelopment of the site, is low. As such, this
Preliminary Site Investigation should be sufficient for master planning purposes with more detailed
investigations carried out for each of the future redevelopment stages.
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A Hazardous Building Materials Assessment is suggested prior to any demolition works to identify
hazardous materials (e.g. lead based paint, asbestos etc.) so that demolition works can be planned
and executed appropriately. This assessment does not need to be undertaken until demolition works
are proposed (i.e. during each future stage of the development).
Any materials required to be removed from the site will need to be classified in accordance with the
current Waste Classification Guidelines (NSW EPA, 2014).

9.

Limitations

Douglas Partners (DP) has prepared this report for this project at Greenwich Hospital, 97 – 115 River
Road, Greenwich, in accordance with DP’s proposal dated 4 July 2018 and acceptance received from
HammondCare. This report is provided for the use of HammondCare for this project only and for the
purposes as described in the report. It should not be relied upon for other projects or by a third party.
In preparing this report DP has necessarily relied upon information provided by the client and/or their
agents.
All advice provided in this report is based on a desktop assessment. The advice may need to be
updated following intrusive investigations.
This report must be read in conjunction with all of the attached and should be kept in its entirety
without separation of individual pages or sections. DP cannot be held responsible for interpretations
or conclusions made by others unless they are supported by an expressed statement, interpretation,
outcome or conclusion stated in this report.
This report, or sections from this report, should not be used as part of a specification for a project,
without review and agreement by DP. This is because this report has been written as advice and
opinion rather than instructions for construction.

Douglas Partners Pty Ltd
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Appendix A

About this Report

Introduction

•

These notes have been provided to amplify DP's
report in regard to classification methods, field
procedures and the comments section. Not all are
necessarily relevant to all reports.

•

DP's reports are based on information gained from
limited subsurface excavations and sampling,
supplemented by knowledge of local geology and
experience.
For this reason, they must be
regarded as interpretive rather than factual
documents, limited to some extent by the scope of
information on which they rely.

Copyright
This report is the property of Douglas Partners Pty
Ltd. The report may only be used for the purpose
for which it was commissioned and in accordance
with the Conditions of Engagement for the
commission supplied at the time of proposal.
Unauthorised use of this report in any form
whatsoever is prohibited.

Borehole and Test Pit Logs
The borehole and test pit logs presented in this
report are an engineering and/or geological
interpretation of the subsurface conditions, and
their reliability will depend to some extent on
frequency of sampling and the method of drilling or
excavation.
Ideally, continuous undisturbed
sampling or core drilling will provide the most
reliable assessment, but this is not always
practicable or possible to justify on economic
grounds. In any case the boreholes and test pits
represent only a very small sample of the total
subsurface profile.
Interpretation of the information and its application
to design and construction should therefore take
into account the spacing of boreholes or pits, the
frequency of sampling, and the possibility of other
than 'straight line' variations between the test
locations.

Groundwater
Where groundwater levels are measured in
boreholes there are several potential problems,
namely:
•
In low permeability soils groundwater may
enter the hole very slowly or perhaps not at all
during the time the hole is left open;

•

A localised, perched water table may lead to
an erroneous indication of the true water
table;
Water table levels will vary from time to time
with seasons or recent weather changes.
They may not be the same at the time of
construction as are indicated in the report;
and
The use of water or mud as a drilling fluid will
mask any groundwater inflow. Water has to
be blown out of the hole and drilling mud must
first be washed out of the hole if water
measurements are to be made.

More reliable measurements can be made by
installing standpipes which are read at intervals
over several days, or perhaps weeks for low
permeability soils.
Piezometers, sealed in a
particular stratum, may be advisable in low
permeability soils or where there may be
interference from a perched water table.

Reports
The report has been prepared by qualified
personnel, is based on the information obtained
from field and laboratory testing, and has been
undertaken to current engineering standards of
interpretation and analysis. Where the report has
been prepared for a specific design proposal, the
information and interpretation may not be relevant
if the design proposal is changed. If this happens,
DP will be pleased to review the report and the
sufficiency of the investigation work.
Every care is taken with the report as it relates to
interpretation of subsurface conditions, discussion
of geotechnical and environmental aspects, and
recommendations or suggestions for design and
construction.
However, DP cannot always
anticipate or assume responsibility for:
•
Unexpected variations in ground conditions.
The potential for this will depend partly on
borehole or pit spacing and sampling
frequency;
•
Changes in policy or interpretations of policy
by statutory authorities; or
•
The actions of contractors responding to
commercial pressures.
If these occur, DP will be pleased to assist with
investigations or advice to resolve the matter.

July 2010

Site Anomalies
In the event that conditions encountered on site
during construction appear to vary from those
which were expected from the information
contained in the report, DP requests that it be
immediately notified. Most problems are much
more readily resolved when conditions are
exposed rather than at some later stage, well after
the event.

Information for Contractual Purposes
Where information obtained from this report is
provided
for
tendering
purposes,
it
is
recommended that all information, including the
written report and discussion, be made available.
In circumstances where the discussion or
comments section is not relevant to the contractual
situation, it may be appropriate to prepare a
specially edited document. DP would be pleased
to assist in this regard and/or to make additional
report copies available for contract purposes at a
nominal charge.

Site Inspection
The company will always be pleased to provide
engineering inspection services for geotechnical
and environmental aspects of work to which this
report is related. This could range from a site visit
to confirm that conditions exposed are as
expected, to full time engineering presence on
site.

July 2010
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Appendix C

Site History Information

ABN: 36 092 724 251
Ph: 02 9099 7400
(Ph: 0412 199 304)

Level 14, 135 King Street, Sydney
Sydney 2000
GPO Box 4103 Sydney NSW 2001
DX 967 Sydney
Summary of Owners Report

LRS NSW (Formerly LPI)

Sydney
Address: - 95 to 115 River Road, Greenwich “Greenwich Hospital”
Description: - Lots 3 & 4 D.P. 584287

As regards the part tinted yellow on the attached cadastre
Date of Acquisition
and term held
01.04.1920
(1920 to 1937)
11.11.1937
(1937 to 1946)

Registered Proprietor(s) & Occupations where available

Reference to Title at
Acquisition and sale

Sidney North Innes (Grazier)

Vol 1008 Fol 199

The Lord Archbishop of Sydney

Vol 1008 Fol 199
Now
Vol 4972 Fol 78

As regards the part tinted pink on the attached cadastre
Date of Acquisition
and term held
24.04.1924
(1924 to 1937)
11.11.1937
(1937 to 1946)

Registered Proprietor(s) & Occupations where available

Reference to Title at
Acquisition and sale

Sidney North Innes (Grazier)

Vol 3582 Fol 206

The Lord Archbishop of Sydney

Vol 3582 Fol 206
Now
Vol 4972 Fol 78

Continued as regards the whole of the subject lands
Date of Acquisition
and term held
19.06.1946
(1946 to 1953)
18.09.1953
(1953 to 1959)

23.02.1959
(1959 to 1962)

23.05.1962
(1962 to 1966)

Registered Proprietor(s) & Occupations where available

Reference to Title at
Acquisition and sale

Church of England Property Trust Diocese of Sydney

Vol 4972 Fol 78

Howard West Kelvington Mowll (Archbishop of Sydney)
John Bidwell (Archdeacon)
Robert John Hewett (Solicitor)
Thomas Samuel Holt (Gentleman)
Victor Charles Hughesdon (Clerk in Holy Orders)
(? Trustees)
John Bidwell (Archdeacon)
Robert John Hewett (Solicitor)
Thomas Samuel Holt (Gentleman)
Victor Charles Hughesdon (Clerk in Holy Orders)
(? Trustees)
John Bidwell (Archdeacon)
Robert John Hewett (Solicitor)
Victor Charles Hughesdon (Clerk in Holy Orders)
(? Trustees)

Email: mark.groll@infotrack.com.au

1

Vol 4972 Fol 78

Vol 4972 Fol 78

Vol 4972 Fol 78
Now
Vol 9426 Fol’s 145 & 146

ABN: 36 092 724 251
Ph: 02 9099 7400
(Ph: 0412 199 304)

Level 14, 135 King Street, Sydney
Sydney 2000
GPO Box 4103 Sydney NSW 2001
DX 967 Sydney

Continued as regards the whole of the subject lands
Date of Acquisition
and term held
28.09.1966
(1966 to 1967)

13.09.1967
(1967 to 1967)

27.10.1967
(1967 to 1971)

12.01.1971
(1971 to 1971

Registered Proprietor(s) & Occupations where available
John Bidwell (Archdeacon)
Victor Charles Hughesdon (Clerk in Holy Orders)
Robert John Hewett (Solicitor)
Harold Martin Cragg (Master Printer)
James Rodwell Noble (Clerk in Holy Orders)
(? Trustees)
John Bidwell (Archdeacon)
Victor Charles Hughesdon (Clerk in Holy Orders)
Robert John Hewett (Solicitor)
Harold Martin Cragg (Master Printer)
(? Trustees)
John Bidwell (Archdeacon)
Victor Charles Hughesdon (Clerk in Holy Orders)
Robert John Hewett (Solicitor)
Harold Martin Cragg (Master Printer)
Stuart Noel Abrahams (Clerk in Holy Orders)
(? Trustees)
John Bidwell (Archdeacon)
Robert John Hewett (Solicitor)
Harold Martin Cragg (Master Printer)
Stuart Noel Abrahams (Clerk in Holy Orders)
(? Trustees)

Reference to Title at
Acquisition and sale

Vol 9426 Fol’s 145 & 146

Vol 9426 Fol’s 145 & 146

Vol 9426 Fol’s 145 & 146

Vol 9426 Fol’s 145 & 146

Search continued as regards Lot 3 D.P. 584287
Date of Acquisition
and term held

Registered Proprietor(s) & Occupations where available

Reference to Title at
Acquisition and sale

08.02.1971
(1971 to 1976)

Home of Peace Hospitals Limited
(parts marked (A) on the attached cadastre)
Church of England Deaconess Institution Sydney Limited
(part marked (B) on the attached cadastre)

Vol 9426 Fol’s 145 & 146
Now
Vol 13036 Fol 79

14.09.1976
(1976 to 2008)

Home of Peace Hospitals Limited

Vol 13036 Fol 79
Now
3/584287

01.07.2008
(2008 to date)

# The Hammond Care Group
Now
# Hammond Care

3/584287

# Denotes Current Registered Proprietor
Leases:  03.04.1967 to Sydney County Council, of substation premises No. 2385, together with a Right of Way and Easement for
Electricity purposes – now expired
 23.09.1986 (W 407955) to Sydney County Council, of substation premises No. 2385, together with a Right of Way and
Easement for Electricity purposes – expires 30.11.2006
Easements:  15.07.1976 (D.P. 584287) Right of Way

Email: mark.groll@infotrack.com.au

2

ABN: 36 092 724 251
Ph: 02 9099 7400
(Ph: 0412 199 304)

Level 14, 135 King Street, Sydney
Sydney 2000
GPO Box 4103 Sydney NSW 2001
DX 967 Sydney

Search continued as regards Lot 4 D.P. 584287
Date of Acquisition
and term held

Registered Proprietor(s) & Occupations where available

08.02.1971
(1971 to 1977)

Home of Peace Hospitals Limited

18.05.1977
(1977 to 2008)

Home of Peace Hospitals Limited

01.07.2008
(2008 to date)

# The Hammond Care Group
Now
# Hammond Care

4/584287

# Denotes Current Registered Proprietor
Leases & Easements: - NIL

Yours Sincerely
Mark Groll
18 July 2018

Email: mark.groll@infotrack.com.au

Reference to Title at
Acquisition and s ale
Vol 9426 Fol’s 145 & 146
Now
Vol 13036 Fol 80
Vol 13036 Fol 80
Now
4/584287
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Aerial photograph from 1994
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Some residential homes located in the Local Government Area have been identified as containing
Loose Fill Asbestos Insulation (LFAI) , for example in the roof space
NSW Fair Trading maintains a Register of these homes that are affected by Loose Fill Asbestos
Insulation. This register can be found on NSW Fair Trading’s website http://www.fairtrading.nsw.gov.au/ftw/Tenants_and_home_owners/Loose_fill_asbestos_insulation.page





You should make your own enquiries as to the age of the buildings on the land to which this certificate
relates to confirm the status of the property.





 


 
 


 


 





 


 


 



 







 









































































































 



















 



 

 











 

 
 
 

 


 


 


 

 

 

















 


 


 






















































 

 

 







 
 

















 








 

































































































 


 

 






















Some residential homes located in the Local Government Area have been identified as containing
Loose Fill Asbestos Insulation (LFAI) , for example in the roof space
NSW Fair Trading maintains a Register of these homes that are affected by Loose Fill Asbestos
Insulation. This register can be found on NSW Fair Trading’s website http://www.fairtrading.nsw.gov.au/ftw/Tenants_and_home_owners/Loose_fill_asbestos_insulation.page

You should make your own enquiries as to the age of the buildings on the land to which this certificate
relates to confirm the status of the property.





 


 
 


 


 





 


 







 



 


 












Appendix D

Site Photographs

Photo 1 - Eastern boundary looking south

Photo 2 - View from north-eastern corner looking south-west
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Photo 3 - View of north-eastern area looking south

Photo 4 - Northern boundary looking west
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Photo 5 - Main entrance to hospital looking south-west

Photo 6 - Main entrance to hospital looking south
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Photo 7 - General waste disposal bins

Photo 8 - Clinical waste storage shed
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Photo 9 - Generator and diesel fuel tank

Photo 10 - Boiler stack
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Photo 11 - Internal generator with diesel storage in base

Photo 12 - One of two gas-fired boilers
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Photo 13 - Medical oxygen storage

Photo 14 - Chemical storage in maintenance building
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Photo 15 - Western boundary looking north

Photo 16 - Western boundary looking south
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Photo 17 - South-western corner of main hospital building

Photo 18 - Possible UST fill point (unconfirmed)
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Photo 19 - Southern side of main hospital building looking north

Photo 20 - Southern side of Pallister House looking east
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Photo 21 - Western side of Pallister House looking south-east

Photo 22 - Carpark to north of Pallister House
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Photo 23 - Eastern side of Pallister House looking west

Photo 24 - Entrance off St Vincent's Road looking west
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